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1. Introduction 

The oil, gas, and petrochemical industries have major hazards inherent to their assets, 

activities, operational locations, and products. These major hazards may cause severe impacts 

on the people and facilities (Safety Critical Elements, process units, equipment, piping, 

structure, and buildings) in case of potential process failures and chemical releases (Loss of 

Containments). Managing the significant risks of those Major Hazards shall be done by 

quantitative risk analysis to provide and ensure a better understanding of those significant 

risks and their impacts and to have the chance to set and prioritize the control measures 

based on figures. 

The Fire and Explosion Risk Assessment (FERA) study quantifies risks to the facilities 

associated with events caused by Loss of Containments (LOCs). The FERA is a formal and 

structured quantitative risk analysis methodology used to help COMPANIES manage their 

risks to the facilities and improve safety by identifying the Major Hazards, evaluating the 

associated likelihood and consequences to the different facilities, and calculating the risk 

levels on facilities in a numerical way for comparing with the vulnerability criteria 

(consequence approach) and the risk tolerability criteria (risk-based approach), and defining 

recommendations for guaranteeing proper risk management is in place. 

2. Purpose 

This guideline describes the main elements of planning, conducting, and reporting the FERA 

studies for the COMPANIES belonging to the EGPC and the Holding Companies. The main 

objectives of the FERA study are: 

 Identify and assess all potential fire and explosion hazards and their impacts on the 

facilities. 

 Provide and define the required risk reduction measures to control these hazards and 

their impacts. 

The main output results from the FERA study are used for the following: 

 Ensure the safe facilities layout (SCE, process units, equipment, piping, and buildings). 

 Input for assessing the requirements of passive fire protection (PFP). 

 Input for the assessment of the requirements of fire protection (AFP). 

 Input for the evaluation of the requirements of blast protection for buildings. 

 Input for developing the fire zones study. 

 Input for assessing the locations of the escape, evacuation, and rescue measures and 

the emergency system's survivability. 

 In some cases, the FERA study outputs could be used as inputs for developing the H2S 

zoning study based on the toxic risk attribute to each zone, only if the COMPANY 
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requires it and it’s not considered before in the existing QRA, EER study, or as a 

separate study (see details in Annex E). 

The FERA guideline focuses on the protection of facilities (SCE, process units, equipment, 

piping, and buildings) while protection of people inside and around the Major Hazard facilities 

covered in the Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) Guideline (EGPC-PSM-GL-008) [1]. 

3. Scope 

This document stipulates the requirements applicable to the Egyptian General Petroleum 

Corporation (EGPC) and Oil and Gas Holding COMPANIES, including the Egyptian Natural Gas 

Holding Company (EGAS), the Egyptian Petrochemical Holding Company (ECHEM), and the 

South Valley Petroleum Holding Company (GANOPE) covering all their operational 

subsidiaries, state-owned COMPANIES, affiliates, and joint ventures. 

ENTITIES and their COMPANIES and contractors shall ensure that all requirements listed 

herein are fully understood, implemented, complied with, and always monitored, including 

current operations and existing and future projects during the whole project's lifecycle from 

feasibility to decommissioning. 

4. Definitions  

COMPANY: Refers to any operating company, subsidiary, affiliated, joint venture companies 
that are belonging to an ENTITY. 

ENTITY: Refers to the Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation (EGPC) and Oil and Gas 
Holding Companies, including the Egyptian Natural Gas Holding Company (EGAS), the 
Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company (ECHEM) and the South Valley Petroleum Holding 
Company (GANOPE). 

5. Abbreviations 

AFP Active Fire Protection 

ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practicable 

API American Petroleum Institute 

BDV Blowdown Valve 

BST Baker-Strehlow-Tang 

CCPS Center for Chemical Process Safety 

EER Escape, Evacuation, and Rescue 

ESD Emergency Shutdown 

ESDV Emergency Shutdown Valve 
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FBR Full Bore Rupture 

FERA Fire & Explosion Risk Analysis 

FSE Fire Scenario Envelope 

IDLH Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health 

LFL Lower Flammability Limit 

LOCs Loss of Containments 

MAH Major Accident Hazard 

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

NIOSH The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

PFD Process Flow Diagram 

PFP Passive Fire Protection 

P&ID Piping and Instrumentation Diagram 

PPM Parts Per Million 

QRA Quantitative Risk Assessment 

RR Residual Risk 

RRM  Risk Reduction Measure 

SCE Safety Critical Element(s) 

TR Temporary Refuge 

TWA Time Weighted Average 

UFL Upper Flammability Limit 

 
For other definitions and abbreviations, please refer to the PSM Glossary of Definitions and 

Abbreviations Guideline (EGPC-PSM-GL-011) [2]. 

  

https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/index.htm
https://www.osha.gov/
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6. General Requirements 

 The FERA study should be done at least for the Upper Tier Major Hazard Facilities and 

as required for the Lower Tier Major Hazard Facilities (Lower and Upper Major Hazard 

Tears are defined in the EGPC Safety Case Standard (EGPC-PSM-ST-002) [3]). These 

facilities include process units, equipment, piping, and buildings. 

 The FERA study shall be conducted by competent personnel. 

 The FERA study shall not be conducted in isolation. It shall consider all other 

engineering issues and related studies. 

 The FERA study shall use appropriate data and the correct level of detail. 

 The FERA study shall use appropriate software/models. 

 The FERA study shall represent the reality, and the objectives shall be to reduce risk 

rather than prove acceptability. 

7. FERA Lifecycle through Different Project Phases 

If required, the FERA can be applied in the initial siting and design of the facility in a greenfield 

and during its entire life in a brownfield. At the same time, the maximum benefits result when 

FERA is applied at the beginning of a project and maintained throughout its life [5]. 

7.1 Greenfield  

When a new facility starts from scratch, and where the FERA is required, it should be 

considered in the following different project phases (the objective of the study may also be 

varied for each project phase): 

7.1.1 Evaluation / Concept Selection Phase 

Preliminary FERA, if required, may be carried out during the concept stage. At this phase, the 

consequence modeling is commonly carried out to assist facility siting and layout planning 

(unless otherwise determined by the COMPANY).  

7.1.2 Basic Engineering / Front-End Engineering Design (FEED) 

A Comprehensive FERA shall be performed during the FEED Stage of the project to provide a 

numerical estimate of the facilities’ risk exposures. This allows it to be compared results with 

the vulnerability criteria (consequence approach) and the Risk Tolerability Criteria (risk-based 

approach) and provides input where Risk Reduction Measures (RRMs) are required to 

mitigate the risks. 

7.1.3 Detailed Engineering  

The FERA study conducted during the FEED shall be updated, as required, during the Detailed 

Engineering Phase based on the newly established information/data/engineering 

documentation. The FERA study at this phase forms the basis for the operations phase. 
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7.2 Brownfield 

Fore Existing operating facilities and under development or new expansion projects, the 

following should be considered: 

7.2.1 For Existing Facilities Where FERA is not Available 

The FERA study shall be carried out at the first available opportunity (earliest). 

7.2.2 For Existing Facilities and a New Expansion to be Established 

An integrated FERA study for the existing and planned facilities shall be carried out. 

7.2.3 For Existing Facilities Where FERA is Available 

The FERA study shall be reviewed and revalidated or updated, if required, based on the 

following: 

 If significant changes happened to the facilities (e.g., modification in process, feed 

changes, new technology, barriers changes, manning level, fire protection measures, 

building functionality or building occupancy, etc.) are observed or carried out. 

 Every five years to ensure integrated Risk from all existing facilities, including 

modification and brownfield projects, is considered. 

 During developing and updating the COMPANY Safety Case study, if the FERA study is 

required in the Safety Case [3]. 

Suppose no significant changes have been identified over five years, and the outcomes of 

previous FERA studies are still valid and technically robust. In that case, no update is required 

for the FERA. The COMPANIES shall develop a technical justifying note for revalidation of the 

study with relevant supporting documents (such as FERA consultant revalidation report, and 

if any HAZID, Risk Register review, MOC, etc. are executed for the existing facility).  

8. FERA Methodology 

The basis of the FERA study methodology is to identify incident scenarios and evaluate the 

risk by defining the frequency of failure, the probability of various consequences, and the 

potential impact of those consequences on different facilities. The Methodology of the FERA 

study could be summarized in the following main tasks: 

1. Set the FERA scope and define the assumption register contents. 

2. Hazard identification, including defining the potential event sequences and potential 

incidents.  

3. Evaluate the incident outcomes (consequences) using typical tools, including vapor 

cloud dispersion modeling and fire and explosion effect modeling. 
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4. Identify different receptors to be evaluated (e.g., hydrocarbon handling equipment, 

critical structures, EER measures, buildings, etc.). 

5. Estimate the incident impacts (consequences) on different receptors against the 

plant/structure vulnerability criteria. 

6. Estimate the failure case frequencies. 

7. Combining the potential consequence for each event with the event frequency over 

all events. 

8. Estimate the risk for each of the different receptors against the risk tolerability criteria.  

9. Identify and prioritize potential Risk Reduction Measures if required. 

The FERA study methodology flowchart is illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 . The FERA study methodology flowchart. 
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8.1 FERA Study Scope of Work 

The COMPANY is responsible for identifying the FERA study scope of work and submitting it 

to the FERA consultant/executor to prepare the assumption register to start the execution of 

the study. The scope of the study shall be submitted to or prepared in co-operation with the 

COMPANY’ Process Safety internal concerned department. The scope of work of a FERA study 

includes the necessary details to define the FERA as a single document and includes: 

8.1.1 The Objective of The FERA Study 

The FERA may have one or more objectives depending on the driving factor(s) to execute the 

study; these driving factors (triggers) may be one or more of the followings: 

 To comply with the requirements of this guideline. 

 An engineering requirement (process safety and loss prevention point of view). 

 Support the Safety Case development, if required. 

 Support a decision-making process and/ or required by shareholders. 

8.1.2 The Facility Description 

The scope of the work shall contain a brief description of the facility to elaborate on the main 

processes, main equipment, handled material types and inventories, operating and design 

parameters, and the facility location. 

8.1.3 Different Receptors to be Evaluated 

In the FERA study scope of work, the COMPANY has to determine the main categories of 

different facilities (receptors) to be evaluated in the study (e.g., Safety Critical Elements (SCE), 

process units, equipment, piping, structure, and buildings). In contrast, the consultant 

identifies all receptors in detail as part of the study. 

8.1.4 Types of Risks to be Evaluated 

The FERA study identifies the Major Hazards, evaluates the associated likelihood and 

consequences to the different facilities, and calculates the risk levels of facilities in a numerical 

way for comparing with the: 

 The vulnerability criteria (consequence approach). 

 The risk tolerability criteria (risk-based approach). 

8.1.5 FERA Deliverables 

The scope of work must define the FERA study Report main deliverables, which shall include: 

 Hazard identification (potential hazardous events). 

 The incident scenarios include the causes and the consequences/impact analysis. 
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 Estimate the likelihood of events. 

 Risk estimation and evaluation for all receptors. 

 Input for assessing the requirements of passive and active fire protection (PFP & AFP).  

 Input for the evaluation of the requirements of blast protection for the buildings. 

 Input for the EER Assessment. 

 Providing inputs for developing the fire zones. 

 Proposal for Risk-reduction measures. 

 Re-evaluation of the Risk considering the study recommended risk reduction 

measures (i.e., to rerun the results and re-evaluation the risk after agreeing on the 

suggested reduction measures with the COMPANY to assure the effectiveness of these 

measures to reduce the risk to ALARP). 

8.1.6 Boundaries of the FERA study 

The boundaries of the FERA study should clearly define which facilities’ hazards (including 

neighboring facilities) are to be included, or excluded, from the study. 

8.1.7 The Software Requirements and the Study Copies 

 The software to be used for the FERA study should be valid, internationally recognized, 

and licensed. The consultant should provide the software name, version, license 

number, and validation certificate. 

 The COMPANY, based on its document control system, has to require a number of the 

study in hard and/or soft copies.  

 The COMPANY has to require and archive the study native file to make it easier and 

faster to run any required integration or any future changes in the revalidation 

process. 

8.1.8 Identification of Resources 

 The FERA study consultant to develop a schedule to breakdown the FERA activities, 

responsibilities, and the deadline for each activity (end point). 

 The FERA study consultant has to submit the details of all personnel who will work and 

assist with the FERA study activities. The COMPANY has to check their CVs to assure 

their competency to execute the study.  

Note: FERA elements should be regarded as specialist services requiring experienced 

individuals and teams with the appropriate degree of competency operating validated 

software products. Personnel appointed to the teams shall have a good understanding 

and experience of the FERA methodology of all elements. 
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8.1.9 Kick-Off Meeting, 

A kick-off meeting shall be held between the COMPANY and the FERA study consultant, or 

internally among the concerned department if the study will be executed internally to: 

 Discuss the study scope of work in detail. 

 Check the minimum required data to start the study and which should be availed by 

the COMPANY (e.g., PFD, P&IDs, process data, design data, …), and discuss alternatives 

for missing data (if applicable).  

 Submit the EGPC and Holding Companies’ vulnerability and quantitative risk 

tolerability criteria to the consultant and any other required documents (the ENTITIES 

standard and/or guidelines).  

 Determine the site visit date, if required. 

 Other requirements if needed. 

8.1.10 Finalize the Scope of Work 

It is essential to finalize the scope of work following the kick-off meeting, considering that; 

the final scope may be modified based on additional or missing data agreed upon through the 

meeting, checking the available data and the alternative for the missing (if any), agreed on 

the preliminary assumed Risk Receptors, and identify the study endpoint date. 

8.2 The Assumption Register 

After the kick-off meeting and finalize the scope of work between the COMPANY and the 

consultant, the consultant shall establish the study Assumption Register to show:  

 The study has different assumptions. 

 The available data to be used. 

 The alternatives and assumptions for the missing data (if any). 

 The references to be used. 

The FERA study contains several assumptions. These assumptions shall be listed in the FERA 

study report so that results are fully traceable and repeatable and can be verified that the 

assumptions reflect the site's reality. 

All assumptions used in the FERA study should be documented, reviewed, and approved by 

the COMPANY before use. The COMPANY approval on the Assumption Registers shall be 

considered permission for the consultant to start the study activities. The Assumption 

Register shall contain the following assumptions (in sperate sections or merged): 

 Failure Case Definition (identification of potential Loss of Containments- LOCs). 

Including the material composition. 

 Parts Count / Isolatable Sections. 

 Release Location and Orientation (Direction). 
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 Consequence Assessment. 

 Impact Assessment Criteria (vulnerability of plant/structure). 

 Consequence Results Height of Interest. 

 Process/Model Assumptions. 

 Leak Frequencies and Hole Sizes. 

 Event Trees. 

 Ignition Probability. 

 Congested Areas and Vapour Cloud Explosion. 

 Meteorological Data. 

 Modification Factor(s)/ and other Judgemental Assumption(s) (if used). 

 Risk Acceptance Criteria. 

 The Study Main Deliverables: 

- FERA study report includes the consequence and risk results for the designated 

site and at each receptor. 

 The Software to be used name, version, and license number. 

 References. 

8.3 Hazard Identification  

All potential Major Accident Hazards associated with the facility or operation shall be taken 

forward for FERA assessment. The potential hazardous event is usually called the 'top event' 

(e.g., hydrocarbon leaks from process equipment, storage facilities, risers, or pipelines). 

Hazard Identification techniques (e.g., HAZID, HAZOP) along with the COMPANY Major 

Accident Hazard (MAH) list and the accidents that have occurred in the oil and gas industry 

and are relevant to the COMPANY operations are used to identify the Major Hazards 

associated with project facilities. While it is common, easier, and preferred to use the 

Methodical Leak/Rupture to develop the Failure Case Scenarios (8.3.1.). 

Choosing the suitable technique is driven by the objective of the FERA study, e.g., Preliminary 

Hazard Analysis can be used for a simple FERA study. Still, it would not be suitable for a 

comprehensive FERA study. Likewise, a systematic leak/rupture is suitable for the 

comprehensive and would be overkill for a simple FERA study. 

Hazard Identification contains the following main steps: 

 Review site all materials and identify those that are hazardous. 

 The review process, utilities, and storage PFDs to identify areas of concern. 

 Identify the Isolatable Sections. Hazardous Events shall be defined regarding the 

isolatable sections and their operating conditions. Isolatable sections are defined and 

bounded by the location of; Emergency Shut-Down Valves (ESDVs), Locked close 

manual valves, check valves rated for the maximum pressure, and 
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pumps/compressors that will be tripped upon fire /leak scenario. These isolatable 

sections shall be marked on the P&IDs. 

(Note: Special consideration shall take place to the effect of Emergency 

Depressurization Valves (EDPVs), Control Valves, different materials compositions and 

phases, and different operating parameters). 

 Identify the Hazardous Inventories (Inventory Analysis) for each Isolatable Section. 

 Determine the Source Terms for all accidental events (i.e., the rate and the conditions 

at which the hazardous material reaches the environment (e.g., pressure, 

temperature, composition) at a different time of release. 

Notes: 

 The basis for the Inventory analysis for each isolatable section could be obtained using 

the Flare calculations and/or Blowdown Study. Where blowdown volumes were not 

calculated, the actual inventory volume available for release in each identified 

isolatable inventory is generally taken from process documents or engineering 

judgment. 

 Equipment size/volume data is taken from the Equipment List or based on engineering 

judgment.  

 The vessel volume calculations include a factor of 1.1 to account for torispherical ends. 

 To allow for interconnecting pipework, the gas and liquid volumes shall be increased 

by 10%, except where the presence of large piping (20” and larger) would lead to a 

substantial underestimate. 

 Liquid content is derived from level information on the equipment data sheets or 

estimated based on service: 50% for horizontal separators, 30% for vertical separators, 

0-30 % for Knock Out drums/vessels, and 30% for columns. 

 When a vessel is likely to be packed or to contain another inventory that displaces the 

modeled hydrocarbon, a default of 0% packing (or equivalent) is assumed for 

structured and random packed columns and 50% for Molecular sieves and catalyst 

bed filters. 

 Fluid conditions and composition data are taken from the relevant PFDs and the heat 

and material balances. Molecular weights, properties, and conditions are 

aggregate/representative values for the inventory. 

8.3.1 Developing the Failure Case (Accident Scenarios) 

Once the hazards are identified and using the process data, the Accident Scenarios for the 

FERA study can be generated, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Failure case development inputs.  
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The Failure cases are distinguished from each other by: 

 Release location: it is necessary to account for release location when defining failure 

cases, as the facilities' risks depend on where they are located concerning failure case 

locations. 

 Process parameters:  temperature and pressure can significantly impact the initial leak 

rate and consequences. 

 Isolatable section: the action of isolation valves and the size of the isolatable inventory 

affects the release rate profile and duration of release. 

 Material/phase released: the behavior of leaks and, therefore, the subsequent 

consequences can vary significantly according to the fluid phase. 

(Note: The Failure Cases shall be developed for each Isolatable Section based on the 

different previous conditions to capture appropriate risk profiles and release events.) 

The Failure cases could be identified in the following categories: 

 Pipework, risers, valves, flanges, fittings, and associated equipment. 

 Pressure vessels/tanks. 

 Atmospheric storage tanks. 

 Intermediate bulk containers. 

 Pipelines. 

 Flexible hoses. 

Developing the Failure Cases using the Methodical Leak/Rupture: 

When using the Methodical Leak/Rupture approach for Failure Cases development, it is 

common to use the hole size categories (within each range, a representative size will be 

assigned for the Consequence Modelling failure Case): 

 Small: 1 mm to 10 mm size hole. 

 Medium: 10 mm to 50 mm size hole. 

 Large: 50 mm to 150 mm size hole. 

 Rupture: > 150 mm. 

8.4 Consequence Assessment 

8.4.1 Failure Cases Possible Outcomes 

Developing the top event into a serious incident estimates the expected outcomes of failure 

cases (accident scenarios). The outcomes of any failure case depend on the effect of the 

process parameters, the release hole size, the phases of the hazardous material, the elevation 

and direction of the release point, the safety systems, the weather conditions, the 

confinement and congested areas, and presence of ignition sources.  
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The FERA study uses Event Trees to model the chronological series of events. The Event Tree 

provides a systematic method to ensure all potential outcomes because of a specified top 

event are identified (examples for the Event Tree are illustrated in Annex C).  

The most common possible outcomes from different hydrocarbons releases are: 

 Jet Fire: 

A jet fire is a turbulent diffusion flame resulting from the combustion of a high velocity, 

usually from a pressurized source of fuel continuously released with significant 

momentum in a particular direction (i.e., a jet). The flame can emit high levels of 

radiant heat into the surrounding area. Jet fire events are considered to occur 

following the immediate ignition of a continuous release involving flammable fuel. The 

fuel may be gas, aerosol (pressurized liquified gases), two phases, or liquid release. 

The pressurized liquefied gases, which will not form liquid pools upon release, will 

disperse as a vaporizing liquid aerosol jet.  

The properties of jet fires depend on the fuel composition, release conditions, release 

rate, release geometry, direction, and ambient wind conditions. Low-velocity two-

phase releases of condensate material can produce lazy, wind-affected buoyant, 

sooty, and highly radiative flames similar to pool fires (see pool fire). Sonic releases of 

natural gas can produce relatively high-velocity fires that are much less buoyant, less 

sooty, and hence less radiative [6]. 

The thermal radiation from vapor releases is mainly considered for jet fire events. In 

contrast, the thermal radiation due to liquid (heavy material) releases is mainly 

considered for pool fire events (see pool fire).  

 Pool Fire: 

A pool fire is a turbulent diffusion flame burning above a horizontal pool of vaporizing 

flammable liquid with little or no momentum. The flame can emit high levels of radiant 

heat into the surrounding area. Pool fire events are considered to occur following the 

ignition of a release (continuous or instantaneous) of hydrocarbon liquids, where a 

substantial liquid fraction remains following the release. When first ignited, the fire 

spreads rapidly across the full extent of the hydrocarbon pool and proceeds to 

consume the liquid at a characteristic burning rate. For a continuous release ignited 

early, the pool fire grows until equilibrium is reached, were burning at the surface 

balances the release rate. 

It should be noted that liquid pools can be formed by all hydrocarbon products 

containing pentane and heavier components. Additionally, propane and lighter 

refrigerated/cryogenic liquefied gases may also form liquid pools in the event of 

accidental leakage. At the same time, they are handled at temperatures at or near 

their atmospheric boiling points (atmospheric boiling point = normal boiling point  @ 

1 atm.) (for propane, it’s - 43.7 °F or - 42 °C). 
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 Flash Fire: 

A flash or cloud fire occurs when a cloud of gas burns without generating any 

significant overpressure. The cloud is typically ignited on its edge, remote from the 

leak source. The combustion zone moves through the cloud away from the ignition 

point. The duration of the flash fire is relatively short, but it may stabilize as a 

continuing jet fire from the leak source. The major hazard to facilities for those within 

the burning envelope. Flame duration and intensity for most flammable clouds are 

insufficient to cause a significant thermal radiation hazard outside the flame envelope. 

Where congestion or confinement exists, flame speeds can accelerate to hundreds of 

m/s, and overpressure effects will result in an Explosion. 

 Explosion (VCE - Vapor Cloud Explosion): 

A Vapor Cloud Explosion (VCE) occurs following the ignition of a flammable vapor 

cloud mixed with air in a congested area. Within the congested area, the flame 

accelerates to velocities high enough to produce significant levels of overpressure, 

which could cause serious damage to the facilities. VCE events may occur following 

the delayed ignition of a release (continuous or instantaneous) of flammable vapor or 

following the vaporization of a liquid release. 

Several features need to be present for a vapor cloud explosion with damaging 

overpressure to occur: 

1. The released material must be flammable and at suitable pressure or temperature 

conditions (such materials include liquefied gases under pressure, ordinary 

flammable liquids, particularly at high temperatures and/or pressures, and non-

liquefied flammable gases). 

2. A sufficient size cloud must form before ignition (dispersion phase).  

(Note: If ignition occurs instantly, a large fire, jet flame, or fireball may occur, but 

significant blast-pressure damage is unlikely. While if the cloud is allowed to form 

over some time (1-5 minutes) within a process area, then subsequently ignites, 

blast pressures that develop can result in extensive, widespread damage and 

ignition). 

3. A sufficient amount of the cloud must be within the flammable range of the 

material to cause extensive overpressure. The portion of the vapor cloud in each 

region depends on many factors, including the type and amount of the material 

released, pressure at the time of release, size of release opening, degree of 

confinement and congestion, wind, humidity, and other environmental effects. In 

these appropriate conditions, a vapor cloud will generally have three regions; a 

rich region near the point of release, a lean region at the edge of the cloud, and a 

region in between that is within the flammable range. 

4. The blast effects of vapor cloud explosions vary greatly and are determined by the 

flame propagation speed. In most cases, the flame propagation mode is 
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deflagration (subsonic flame propagation velocity – typically below 100 m/sec, and 

relatively modest overpressures typically below 50 kilopascals (7.3 psi)). Under 

extraordinary conditions, a detonation might occur, causing shock waves 

( supersonic flame propagation velocities, perhaps up to 2,000 m/sec (4,500 mph), 

and substantial overpressures, up to 2 megapascals (290 psi)). 

 Fireball / BLEVE (Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion): 

A fireball is a burning fuel-air cloud whose energy is emitted primarily from radiant 

heat. Fireballs were considered to occur following the immediate ignition of large 

vapor releases. They were also possible following the immediate ignition of a large 

release of liquefied gas. Fireball durations are typically 5–20 seconds; thus, the heat 

loads are unlikely to damage any equipment [8]. 

(Note: Radiation effects due to the fireball depend on the diameter of the fireball as a 

function of time and the maximum diameter of the fireball, the height of the center 

of the fireball above its ignition position as a function of time (after lift-off), the 

surface-emissive power of the fireball, and the duration of combustion). 

Normally, a fireball refers to the combustion of a gaseous undiluted flammable cloud 

(i.e., pure hydrocarbon), and a BLEVE (Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion) refers 

to the same event for liquids (also undiluted hydrocarbon). This leads to rapid 

combustion from the edge inwards as air progresses into the hydrocarbon. 

A BLEVE has an associated overpressure due to the rapid expansion of the flashing 

liquid, whereas a fireball may have no associated overpressure. In general terms, 

transient thermal radiation from a BLEVE is more significant to people and facilities 

than overpressure. Still, a small number of large fragments can be thrown large 

distances beyond the thermal and overpressure hazard zones and are also a small risk. 

Fireball or BLEVE's effects will be determined by the condition of the line or vessel’s 

contents and its walls at the moment of failure. These conditions also relate to the 

cause of container failure, which may be external fire, mechanical impact, corrosion, 

overpressure, and metallurgical failure. 

 Flammable Gas Dispersion: 

Releases of gas (or gas flashed from liquid releases) form clouds that are dispersed by 

the initial momentum of the release, turbulence around the obstructions, natural 

ventilation, and the wind. The sizes of these gas clouds above their lower explosive 

limit (LFL) are important in determining whether the release will ignite.  

For toxic gas releases, the sizes of the clouds determine the zones within which 

fatalities may occur. (Note that toxicity is not one of the FERA study's main 

deliverables, for details, refer to Annex E). 

Dispersion describes the process by which hazardous material released into the 

atmosphere is diluted by the air and transported away from the source. The degree of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overpressure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersonic
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dilution depends on the amount of turbulence present, either in the atmosphere or 

generated by the released material itself. The dispersion process may be understood 

as changes in several key properties of the cloud; movement downwind from the 

release point, spreading of the cloud, dilution of the cloud by entraining air, and 

change of height of the cloud above the ground. A cloud released instantaneously is 

carried by the wind bodily away from the release point and spreads out in all 

directions. A continuous release forms a plume that spreads sideways as its front edge 

travels away from the release point with the wind and initial release velocity. If the 

release stops within the timescale of interest, the plume will detach from the release 

point and continue to spread and move downwind. The dispersion of a cloud of 

released material is controlled fundamentally by two properties of the cloud and two 

of the atmospheres:  

- The cloud properties: (a) density, (b) velocity relative to the surrounding air. 

- The atmosphere properties: (a) wind speed, (b) stability. 

 

Note: special care shall be given for some unmentioned outcomes: 

 Dust explosions like cement and Sulphur dust, if available. 

 Tank fires (rim seal, …etc.). 

The possible outcomes (consequences) of various failure cases (accident scenarios) for a given 

release profile for each scenario under consideration are shown as a guide in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Possible outcomes for each failure case category (typical industry practice). 

Failure Case Category 

Possible Outcomes (Consequences) 
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1. Pipework, risers, valves, flanges, fittings, 

and associated equipment 
Y Y N N Y Y 

2. Pressure vessels/tanks Y Y Y Y Y Y 

3. Atmospheric storage tanks N Y N N Y Y 

4. Intermediate bulk containers N Y N N N N 

5. Pipelines Y Y N N Y Y 

6. Flexible hoses Y Y N N Y Y 
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8.4.2 The Physical Effect  

The Physical Effect refers to the possible developing of the different scenarios’ outcomes from 

releases of hydrocarbons and toxic gases (Note that toxicity is not one of the FERA study's 

main deliverables, for details, refer to Annex E). For example, this may be the extent of a gas 

cloud within the flammability limits or a measure of thermal radiation or explosion 

overpressure.  

Physical effects shall be calculated to identify which parts of the facility may be exposed for 

each potential event and the extent of that exposure. This exposure estimates the potential 

for further failure, escalation, impairment, etc., and contributes to decisions on the need to 

reduce such risks. Once the release rate has been estimated, the calculation of physical effects 

will depend on many other factors (such as wind profile, obstruction, congestion, ignition 

sources, and exposure duration). The physical effect modeling determines the dispersion 

profile and extends various physical effects such as flammable dispersion, flash fire envelope, 

jet fire, pool fire, explosion effect, etc.  

8.4.3 Different Receptors to be Evaluated  

Fire and explosion events have the potential to cause a significant impact on the different 

facilities (SCE, process units, equipment, piping, structure, and buildings) and have the 

potential to cause impairment of the escape and evacuation measures. Therefore, all 

receptors must be identified, and their vulnerability (impairment) must be studied as part of 

the FERA study. The following receptors, as a minimum, and their impacts on them shall be 

identified in the FERA study: 

 Safety Critical Elements (the key critical equipment, structures, and systems): All SCE 

[9] in the facilities whose: 

- Their failure can lead to the MAH or escalation of the scenario, such as: 

 Equipment, tanks, vessels, …etc. Containing hazardous material. 

 Structures supporting various plant facilities, such as vessels containing 

hydrocarbons, which have the potential to cause the MAH. 

 Structures supporting Escape Evacuation and Rescue measures. 

 Primary structure members of the multi-story structures/facilities (e.g., decks, 

etc.). 

- Provided to prevent, control, or mitigate the consequence of major accident 

hazards (e.g., ESD system, blowdown system, etc.). 

 Escape, Evacuation, and Rescue Measures (EER): All EER measures provided on the 

facilities’ sites to aid and ensure safe escape, evacuation, and rescue of all personnel 

in the event of a Major Accident Hazard. 
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 Buildings: 

- Residential Buildings: All offsite buildings near the hazard facilities where the 

public resides or carry out recreational or public activities, which may be affected 

by the site facilities MAH. 

- Accommodations Buildings: All temporary and permanent buildings within the site 

are always or sometimes occupied by the company/contractors/visitors’ personal 

for accommodations.  

- Industrial Buildings and Housing: All occupied or non-occupied buildings other 

than accommodation and residential buildings which are located within the 

facilities’ sites, for example: 

 Control Building. 

 Substation Building. 

 Emergency Control Centre Building (used during an emergency). 

 SCE Housing and Building (e.g., fire water pumps building/housing). 

- Non-Industrial Buildings and Housing: All non-occupied buildings required to 

support industrial activities are not governed by the above three classifications 

(e.g., valves’ air signal compressor housing). 

8.4.4 The Impact Assessment 

The different receptors in the facilities are formed of different materials (e.g., Steel, 

Aluminium, Concrete, and other materials), which are subject to structural failure when 

exposed to fire and explosion. The vulnerabilities of different materials in case of fire and 

explosion have been discussed and elaborated on in several references, such as: 

 Center for Chemical Process Safety, Guidelines for Fire Protection in Chemical, 

Petrochemical, and Hydrocarbon Processing Facilities, 2003 [8]. 

 HSE UK CRR 183/1998, “Development of methods to assess the significance of 

domino effects from major hazards sites,” 1998 [10]. 

 The Centre for Marine and Petroleum Technology (CMPT), QRA Guidelines for 

Offshore Installations Publication 99/100a, 1999 [11]. 

 International Association of Oil & Gas Producers (IOGP) Risk Assessment Data 

Directory – Vulnerability of Plant/Structure, Report No. 434-15, March 2010 [12]. 

 API RP 753, Management of Hazards Associated with Location of Process Plant 

Portable Buildings, First Edition, June 2007 [13]. 
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 UKOOA/HSE, “Part 1 – Guidance on Design and Operational Considerations for the 

Avoidance and Mitigation of Explosions”, 2002 

For a FERA study, the information provided in the above references’ datasheets may be 

sufficient and, where applicable, acceptable to the regulatory authority. However, where the 

risks arising from structural failure are significant, a more detailed analysis of the vulnerability 

of the plant/structure to heat, overpressure, and impact loads may be required. Specialists 

should carry this out within those fields as it requires a sound understanding of the underlying 

physics and the use of complex numerical simulations. Such assessments typically require a 

multi-disciplinary approach involving safety, process, and structural engineering [12]. 

It should also be stressed the vulnerability of plant/structure can be significantly reduced by 

employing the principles of inherent safety. For example, applying good local and global 

layout methods can reduce the likelihood and severity of fires and explosions, the likelihood 

of escalation of the event, and the overall consequences [12]. 

It should be noted that the minimum code requirements should be adhered to, and the FERA 

study results should not be used to invalidate, cancel, or lower these requirements unless 

stipulated in the code. (e.g., The requirements of API RP 2218, Fireproofing Practices in 

Petroleum and Petrochemical Processing Plants, 3rd editions, 2013 [6]). 

Annex A shows indicative lists of materials vulnerabilities for fire and explosion scenarios’ 

impacts and the EER impairment criteria. Annex A covers the following: 

 Facilities Vulnerability Criteria for Fire Scenarios. 

 Facilities Vulnerability Criteria for explosion Scenarios. 

 EER Impairment Criteria. 

8.4.5 The Identified Values for the Impact Assessment  

The following list gives the minimum indicative values at which the FERA study’ consequence 

results should be represented for consequence approach assessment (Note: the COMPANY 

can request any other area of concern for assessment if required): 

8.4.5.1 Fire (Jet fire/ Pool fire/ Fireball/ Rim seal…) & BLEVE:  

Distance to 1.6 kW/m2, 4.7 kW/m2, 6.3 kW/m2, 12.5 kW/m2, and 37.5 kW/m2, in addition to 

identifying the specific value at the various onsite and offsite considered receptors. 

8.4.5.2 Flammable Gas Dispersion Results  

Distance to 0.5 LFL (Lower Flammable Limit), LFL, and UFL (Upper Flammable Limit), and 

identifying the specific value at the various onsite and offsite considered receptors. (e.g., 

buildings, HVAC inlet, ignition sources, EER measures). 
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8.4.5.3 Explosion Overpressure Results  

Distance to 30 mbar, 70 mbar, 140 mbar, 210 mbar, 300 mbar, and 500 mbar, in addition to 

the explosion overpressure and impulse duration at the various onsite and offsite considered 

receptors. 

8.5 Frequency Assessment 

8.5.1 Parts Count (Equipment Count) for Isolatable Sections 

For each failure case, in each isolatable section, equipment is counted to provide input to 

estimating leak frequencies. This is known as a ‘parts count.’ The frequency of each leak 

scenario and size identified is estimated by combining parts counts for each equipment item 

with Leak frequencies. A ‘parts count’ involves counting every equipment item in each section 

identified as set out in but not limited to PFDs, P&IDs, Equipment list, and the Layouts and 

plot plans. For equipment (pipework, risers, flanges, valves, etc.) where the release frequency 

is line/connection diameter dependent, a separate count is made for each such diameter. The 

P&IDs are marked-up as the equipment is counted to ensure that every item has been 

included. 

8.5.2 Hazardous Events Likelihood 

There are two basic forms that the likelihood of an event may be expressed: 

 Frequency: number of events or outcomes per defined unit of time (e.g., a 6-inch ESD 

valve has a failure frequency of 10-4 times per year). 

 Probability: the measure of the chance of occurrence expressed as a number 

between 0 and 1, where 0 is an impossibility and 1 is an absolute certainty.  

The Quantitative estimates of the likelihood of the hazardous event are usually derived using 

a combination of different approaches. Annex B shows the different approaches for 

quantitatively estimating the likelihood of hazardous events. On the other hand, Annex C  

provides examples for Event Tree for a range of release types.  

Annex B covers the following: 

 Plant/Facility-Specific Data. 

 Generic Failure Frequencies. 

 Using Modelling Techniques. 

- Fault Tree Analysis (For Top Event Frequency Estimation). 

- Event Tree Analysis (For Failure Cases Probability Estimation). 

 Judgmental Evaluation. 

 Software. 
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8.5.3 Frequency Estimation 

The failure frequency for each failure case for each isolatable section needs to be represented 

by one frequency value (e.g., it would consider all large leaks from all the base elements in 

each isolatable section as they are all part of the single failure case for this isolatable section). 

Failure frequencies are applied to all equipment items (e.g., pipes, flanges, valves) within the 

failure cases (as they are all part of a single failure case). The failure frequency for the failure 

case is the sum of the failure frequencies of the base elements multiplied by the number of 

base elements. In general, the failure case frequency is given by this simple equation: 

F = ∑  𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖

n

i=i

 

Where: 

F is the frequency of incidents. 

𝑛𝑖 is the number of base elements i. 

𝑓𝑖  is the frequency of failure for base elements i. 

8.6 Other Data for Risk Calculation 

To complete the Risk Calculation, some other data should be collected, calculated, and 

considered (e.g., Process and Plant Data, Chemical Data, Environmental Data). Hereafters are 

some of the most important required data: 

8.6.1 Ignition Sources and Ignition Probability  

To account for the difference in risk associated with ignited releases and unignited releases, 

it is necessary to determine the ignition sources and estimate the probability of ignition. As 

well as the time at which a release is ignited has a significant influence on the corresponding 

consequences. The flammable gas leaks ignited immediately are likely to result in jet fires. For 

clarification: the UKOOA model estimates the Immediate Ignition probabilities based on leak 

rates of flammable material (e.g., assuming ignitions within 30 seconds of a leak are classified 

as immediate, the probability of immediate ignition is 36% of the overall ignition probability). 

Suppose flammable gas leaks are delayed in their ignition. In that case, there is likely to be a 

higher degree of gas build-up in the facility, resulting in a higher explosion risk than leaks 

ignited immediately. The probability of delayed ignition occurring depends on a dispersing 

release encountering an ignition source. It is calculated according to the dispersion 

characteristics of each event (including the duration) and the characteristics of the defined 

ignition sources. 

Ignition sources differ from onsite to offsite (e.g., ground flares, overhead electrical cable, on-

site human activities (hot work), offsite human activities (cooking), vehicles, trains, etc.). For 
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example, for the ignition source defined on-site, it is assumed that the ignition probability, 

given that a flammable cloud overlaps the ignition source, is equal to 1. 

Note: The guideline from IOGP Report 434-06 could be used for the calculations of the Ignition 

Probabilities [17].  

Note: For most complete FERA software, the ignition probabilities are built into the software, 

and it is a matter of choosing the ignition sources' location and types. 

8.6.2 Explosion Data 

The Explosion involves the release of flammable gas or vapor within a confined or highly 

congested area, followed by a delayed ignition. A confined explosion can result in damaging 

overpressures on equipment and buildings. The over pressure generated will depend on the 

area's degree of congestion and confinement and the gas cloud size (mass). Explosion 

probabilities are determined based on the overlap between LFL clouds and congested areas. 

It is necessary to define congested or confinement areas of the site which have the 

appropriate attributes for pressure generation. Congested areas can give flame acceleration 

and subsequently overpressure in the event of a flammable cloud within the congestion being 

ignited. Typically, congested areas are process plants, vessels, tanks, and pipework.  

Note: Areas in the open air, e.g., over open ground or between large structures such as 

storage tanks, are not considered congested or confined.  

8.6.3 Meteorological Data (Weather Conditions and Probabilities) 

Weather conditions at the time of the release significantly influence the extent of dispersion. 

The primary factors are wind speed and atmospheric stability. Atmospheric stability is an 

estimate of turbulent mixing: stable atmospheric conditions lead to the least amount of 

mixing, and unstable conditions to the most. 

The atmospheric conditions are normally classified according to six Pasquill stability classes 

(denoted by the letters A through F). The stability classes are correlated to wind speed and 

the quantity of sunlight.  During the day, increased wind speed results in greater atmospheric 

stability, while the reverse is true at night. This is due to a change in vertical temperature 

profiles from day to night. 

Within the stability classes, “A” represents the least stable conditions. In contrast, “F” 

represents the most stable, i.e., more stable weather conditions cause dispersing clouds to 

sustain for longer distances at higher concentrations. That can lead to greater flammable 

mass than less stable weather conditions [18]. Annex D – gives some details for calculating the 

weather conditions [18]. 
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8.7 Risk Analysis & Evaluation  

The outputs from the previous sections are combined in the risk model (the software) to 

create the risk values for each different failure scenarios category (i.e., jet fire, pool fire, 

explosion) which are used for assessing the risk at different receptors. 

Once risks are identified and analyzed for different failure scenarios categories, the risks 

should be evaluated against set Criteria. It must be ensured that all risks are evaluated to 

meet and comply with the EGPC and Holding Companies’ Facilities' Risk Tolerability Criteria. 

Table 2 shows the facility's Risk Tolerability Criteria, and the Accidental Design Loads (DAL) 

for different facilities, (Note: clarifications and expectations cases are mentioned in the table) 

Table 2. Facilities risk tolerability criteria. 

 Onshore and offshore receptors/components 

Unacceptable Risk  
(Exceeding the Upper Tolerability 

Limit) 
≥10-3 (0ccurance per Year) 

ALARP  < 10-3 & >10-5 (0ccurance per Year) 

Broadly Acceptable Risk  
(Under the Lower Tolerability 

Limit) 
≤10-5 per year (0ccurance per Year)  

Notes: 

1. Generally, 

 If the risk is higher than or equal to 1.00E-03 (occurrence per year), risk 

reduction measures shall be provided and implemented (e.g., Design 

considerations, PFP, blast wall). 

 Where the Risk is between 1.00E-03 and 1.00E-05 (occurrence per year), the 

recommendation shall be provided and subjected to ALARP demonstration. 

The recommendation is acceptable if justifiable [19]. 

 If the risk is lower than or equal to 1.00E-05 (occurrence per year), no action is 

needed. 

 Some receptors have different upper-risk tolerability criteria. More details will 

be shown below in point (3). 

2. The Accidental Design Loads (DAL) are loads for those accidental events where the 

associated risks exceed the Upper-Risk Tolerability Criteria. Therefore, the 

designed facilities should successfully resist the DAL. The different receptors shall 

be able to withstand the DAL for different events during a required period to meet 

the above-defined risk acceptance criteria 
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3. Different receptors may have different upper-risk acceptance criteria (upper 

tolerability limit) and hence shall be designed at different accidental loads criteria: 

 The upper tolerability limit is 1.00E-03 (occurrence per year) only for the steel 

receptors/components (e.g., steel structure, Process Equipment, Piping, and 

Pipework), (and it should be designed to withstand a DAL equal to 1.00E-03 

occurrence per year for different events). (Note, Risks between 1.00E-03 and 

1.00E-05 (occurrence per year) shall be subjected to ALARP demonstration 

[19]). 

 The upper tolerability limit is 1.00E -04 (occurrence per year) for All Emergency 

equipment and systems (e.g., emergency power, fire water pumps), all ESD 

systems, and any SCE (rather than mentioned before), (and it should be 

designed to withstand a DAL equal to 1.00E-04 occurrence per year for 

different events). (Note, risks between 1.00E-04 and 1.00E-05 (occurrence per 

year) shall be subjected to ALARP demonstration [19]). 

 The upper tolerability limit is 1.00E-05 (occurrence per year) for the 

onsite/offsite COMPANY accommodation buildings (and it should be designed 

to withstand a DAL equal to 1.00E-05 occurrence per year for different events). 

(Note, risks lower than 1.00E-05 shall be considered acceptable). 

 ALL EER measures for all manned/unmanned onshore and offshore facilities 

are not accepted to be exposed to risks more than or equal to 1.00E-04 

(occurrence per year), (and it should be designed to withstand a DAL equal to 

1.00E-04 occurrence per year for different events). (Note, risks between   

1.00E-04 and 1.00E-05 (occurrence per year) shall be subjected to ALARP 

demonstration [19]). 

4. All the mentioned limits are the minimum acceptable limits, and the company has 

the right to higher its requirement based on its internal policy, procedure, or the 

criticality or complexity of the facilities. 

Notes: 

 At each separate receptor/component, the risk from all fire scenarios should be 

summed together (e.g., the pool fire and jet fire risks), representing one value for the 

fire risks at each receptor. 

 At each separate receptor/component, the risk from all explosion scenarios should be 

summed together, representing one value for the explosion risks at each receptor. 
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 All consequence and Risk results for the site and at each receptor should be presented 

in the required forms at the designated values and limits and to be evaluated against 

the identified criteria ((8.4.4), (8.4.5), (Annex A), (8.8.1.), and (8.8.2.)). 

8.8 Assess the FERA Study Results and Set the Recommendations 

The main objectives of the FERA study are to identify and assess all potential fire and 

explosions and their impacts on the facilities and set the recommendations and the required 

risk reduction measures to control these hazards and their impacts. 

The main outputs from the FERA should be identified and assessed to achieve these goals. 

These outputs are used as inputs for assessing the requirements of passive and active fire 

protection (PFP & AFP), evaluating the requirements of blast protection for the buildings, and 

developing the fire zones. 

In the following sections, the output data presentation forms and assessment, as well as the 

recommendation set, are shown to achieve the FERA output objectives. 

8.8.1 The Results Presentation 

All consequence results for the overall facilities and each receptor should be presented at the 

recommended values for the impact assessment (8.4.5) using the tables, graphs, and 

maps/layout methods, as applicable. 

All the risk limits mentioned in the facilities' risk tolerability criteria (8.7) for the overall 

facilities and at each receptor should be presented at the recommended values for the impact 

assessment (8.4.5) and to be evaluated against each receptor vulnerability and impairment 

criteria ((8.4.4) and Annex A). 

Various methods are used to present the risk for the overall facility and at each receptor, 

including tables, graphs (e.g., exceedance curves), and maps/layouts (exceedance risk 

contours). 

8.8.1.1 The Tables 

Tables 3 and 4 are examples of the risk table. 

Table 3. Example of different receptors fire (jet fire + pool fire) vulnerability risk frequencies.  

 

Table 4. example of different receptors explosions vulnerability risk frequencies.  

Location Receptor /  

Component 

Total Impairment 
Risk Frequency (occurrence /year) 

   

Location Receptor / 

Component 

Total Impairment 
Risk Frequency (occurrence /year) 
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8.8.1.2 The Maps / Layout Exceedance Risk Contours 

In this method, the risk contours representing the facility under assessment risk tolerability 

limits (e.g., 1.00E-4) for a specific impact (e.g., pool fire + jet fire event) for the facility under 

assessment vulnerability limit (e.g., 37.5 kW/m2 at 10 minutes) are plotted on the site map or 

the layout. Figure 3 gives an example of the map/layout exceedance risk contours. 

 

Figure 3. An example of the map/layout exceedance risk contours. 

8.8.1.3 The Exceedance Curve 

The exceedance curve shows the likelihood of a specified receptor (e.g., a control room) being 

exposed to a range of overpressures or thermal radiation effects. A point on the curve shows 

the likelihood of exceeding the given overpressure or thermal radiation at the specified 

location (receptor). It could be used to determine the required protection of different 

receptors (e.g., buildings and emergency equipment) from a risk perspective. Figure 4 shows 

the exceedance curve of receptors exposed to over pressure. 

8.8.2 The FERA Study Results Assessment  

The FERA study results are either used to identify the risk level at each receptor to identify 

the suitable mitigation measures for those unacceptable risks (e.g., the need for the PFP) or 

are used as input for another study (e.g., the fire zone). 
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Figure 4. An example of an exceedance curve to receptor exposed to over pressure. 

8.8.2.1 Passive Fire Protection (PFP) Requirement 

The different fire scenarios with enough heat intensity can cause severe damage to different 

facilities. The PFP represents one of the most reliable risk control measures to protect the 

facilities [20]. The requirements of the PFP are determined based on the risk approach as per 

API 2218 [6].  

The exceedance frequency should be 1.00E-04 per year, representing credible event 

frequency.  The Fire exceedance contour should be plotted based on pool and jet fire events 

after 10 minutes at a thermal radiation level of 37.5 kW/m2 (assumed minimum flame 

emissive power) with a cumulative fire frequency of 1.00E-04 per year. 

8.8.2.2 Active Fir Protection (AFP) Requirement 

The requirements for the AFP should be determined based on the risk approach. The 

exceedance frequency will be 1.00E-04 per year, representing credible event frequency. 

According to the facilities' vulnerability criteria described in annex A, the failure times for steel 

impinged by flames (fire penetration) are 5 minutes for jet fires and 10 minutes for pool fires. 

Therefore, the following vulnerability exceedance contour should be used to assess the 

requirement of fixed active fire protection: 

 Jet fire events after 5 minutes at 37.5 kW/m2 (assumed minimum flame emissive 

power) with cumulative fire frequency of 1.00E-04 per year. 
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 Pool fire events after 10 minutes at 37.5 kW/m2 (assumed minimum flame emissive 

power) with cumulative fire frequency of 1.00E-04 per year. 

 The 4.7 kW/m2 contour shall be performed to define the optimal location of fire-

fighting devices requiring personnel access, which guarantees 2-3 minutes of human 

intervention. (In some cases, and where some firefighting devices are located within 

the 6.3 kW/m2 contour, special caring shall take place for human intervention, which 

is personnel with appropriate clothing (hard hat, long-sleeved shirts, long-legged 

pants, work shoes) can be exposed where emergency actions up to 30 seconds may 

be required) (based on the API 521[15]). 

(Note: the ESD and blow-down will be the first effective mitigation for process 

equipment with no or low hold-up HC liquids. In contrast, the AFP shall be considered 

for the process equipment that includes a credible hold-up liquid (more than 5 m3), as 

well as to avoid the escalation of events and release of liquids on the ground that can 

lead to pool fires and spread of fire in the area (e.g., compressor Knock-out drums). 

8.8.2.3 Building Exceedance  

The following exceedance criteria should be used to assess different buildings: 

1. Thermal Exceedance: 

 Jet fire events after 5 minutes at 12.5 kW/m2 (assumed minimum flame emissive 

power) with cumulative fire frequency of 1.00E-04 per year for all onsite 

permanent and temporary buildings, 1.00E-05 for onsite/offsite accommodation 

buildings and 1.00E-06 for public residential buildings. 

 Pool fire events after 10 minutes at 12.5 kW/m2 (assumed minimum flame 

emissive power) with cumulative fire frequency of 1.00E-04 per year for all onsite 

permanent and temporary buildings, 1.00E-05 for onsite/offsite accommodation 

buildings, and 1.00E-06 for public residential buildings. 

 Jet fire events after 5 minutes at 25 kW/m2 (assumed minimum flame emissive 

power) with cumulative fire frequency of 1.00E-04 per year for the control 

building. 

 Pool fire events after 10 minutes at 25 kW/m2 (assumed minimum flame emissive 

power) with cumulative fire frequency of 1.00E-04 per year for control building. 

2. Flammable Gas Concentration: 

 Flammable gas concentration above 50% LFL at 1.00E-04 per year flammable gas 

frequency, indicating the potential for flammable gas ingress for all onsite 

permanent and temporary buildings, 1.00E-05 for onsite/offsite accommodation 

buildings and 1.00E-06 for public residential buildings. 

3. The Overpressure Exceedance Contours 
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 The explosion event frequencies are calculated based on the delayed ignition of 

the flammable gas clouds inside the congested areas. 

 The overpressure exceedance contours should be presented at the overpressure 

vulnerability designated value for each building type identified in (annex A) and 

relevant codes (e.g., 0.07 bar for ordinary plant buildings) at 1.00E-04 per year 

explosion frequency, at 1.00E-05 for onsite/offsite accommodation buildings, and 

at 1.00E-06 for public residential buildings. 

5. Building Design Accidental Load  

 The accidental design loads at the buildings are assessed by identifying the heat 

intensity and the overpressure and impulse value at each building: 

- At 1.00E-04 per year fire frequency and 1.00E-04 per year explosion frequency 

of the overpressure and impulse exceeding curve for all onsite permanent and 

temporary buildings. 

- At 1.00E-05 per year fire frequency and 1.00E-05 per year explosion frequency 

of the overpressure and impulse exceeding curve for onsite/offsite 

accommodation buildings. 

- At 1.00E-06 per year fire frequency and 1.00E-06 per year explosion frequency 

of the overpressure and impulse exceeding curve for public residential 

buildings. 

 Note: the overpressure and impulse exceedance curves should be presented. 

8.8.2.4 EER Assessment 

Usually, this term is used for the offshore facilities' escape, evacuation, and rescue measures 

impairments considerations, which should be studied as a part of the FERA study or separately 

using the outputs of the FERA study. However, under the requirements of this guideline, the 

EER should be studied as well as for the onshore facilities to check the safe locations of the 

escape and evacuation routs, assembly and musters points for all onshore installations, and 

the location of the firefighting equipment, especially the manual intervention equipment.  

The EER should be assessed at the impairment designated values for different events 

identified in (annex A) and relevant code (e.g., thermal radiation at 5 kW/m2 for unprotected 

escape routes) at 1.00E-04 per year frequency. 

8.8.2.5 H2S Zoning 

Normally, the H2S as a toxic material affects people indoors and outdoors, addressed in the 

QRA study, as part of the EER study, or as a separate study. But in some cases, the FERA study 

outputs could be used as inputs for developing the H2S zoning study based on the toxic risk 

attribute to each zone (for details, refer to Annex E). 
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8.8.2.6 Fire Zones 

The fire zones study is a separate study based on the results of the FERA study. Fire zones are 

areas of the plant sub-divided based on the potential for fire and explosion hazards, as 

assessed by the consequence and risk modeling and the efficiency of response means and 

protective equipment. Fire zones are areas within the installation where equipment is 

grouped by nature and/or similar risk levels. Fire zone assists in managing the separation 

distances between independent plants, emergency shutdown, flare design, and defining 

firewater requirements.  

The partition into Fire zones is such that the consequence of fire, a flammable gas leak, or an 

explosion corresponding to the worst credible event likely to occur in the concerned fire zone 

shall not impact other fire zones to an extent where their integrity could be put at risk. The 

partition into a fire zone is intended to limit the consequence of credible events but not to 

avoid the occurrence of credible events. A fire zone may be physically separated from other 

areas by space, fire barriers, diking, special drainage, or a combination of these so that fire is 

expected to be contained within that area. The escalation of the event is restricted to the 

affected fire zone and has a minor impact on adjacent fire zones only. 

8.8.3 Set The Recommendations for The FERA Study 

The FERA study recommendations shall employ the principles of Inherently Safe Design to 

reduce the risk to assets significantly. For example, applying good local and global layout 

methods can reduce the likelihood and severity of fires and explosions, the likelihood of 

escalation of the event, and the overall consequences. 

Setting the recommendations shall consider all risk control options and the hierarchy and 

reliability of controls [20]. Some good risk prevention and mitigation options are mentioned 

in the Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) Guideline (EGPC-PSM-GL-008) [1]. 

The COMPANY shall have an action plan to ensure that all recommendations arising from the 

FERA study are identified with the required resources and responsibilities within an 

acceptable time frame. 

8.9 FERA Reporting 

FERA study report shall document all the key assumptions, facility descriptions, assessment 

details, and all relevant calculations and information used in the assessment. The report shall 

be submitted in Hard and soft copy as needed by the COMPANY and should be subjected to 

the document control procedure of the COMPANY.  

The FERA study report shall contain at least the following sections: 

 Executive Summary & conclusion 

 Section 1– Introduction/ Objective/Scope  

 Section 2 – Facility Overview  
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 Section 3 – FERA Methodology  

 Section 4 – Site Description 

 Section 5 – Hazard Identification  

 Section 6 – Failure Cases 

 Section 7 – Consequence Assessment 

- Different Receptors Identifications 

- Facilities Vulnerability Criteria 

- EER Impairment Criteria, if required 

 Section 8 – Frequency Assessment  

 Section 9 – Ignition Probabilities  

 Section 10– Explosion Probabilities  

 Section 11 – Weather Conditions   

 Section 12 –Risk Assessment 

- The Facilities Risk Tolerability Criteria 

 Section 13 – The Consequence and Risk Results Assessment 

 Section 14 –Risk Reduction Measures  

 Section 15 – ALARP Demonstration 

 Section 16 – Conclusion & Recommendations  

 Section 17 – References  

- Appendix 1 – Assumption Register  

- Appendix 2 – Plot Plans, Layouts, etc.  

- Appendix 3 – Isolatable Section & Failure Case Marking  

- Appendix 4 – Part Count and Failure Frequencies  

- Appendix 5 – Meteorological Data   

- Appendix 6 – Inventory Calculations  

- Appendix 7 – Consequence Results Tables & Contours 

- Appendix 8 – Risk Results 

 Tables 

 Maps and Layout Exceedance Curves 

 The Exceedance Curves 

(Note: It is up to the COMPANY to require any appendixes to be part of the study body.)  

9. Compliance Assurance 

EGPC will conduct a compliance audit of this Guideline at approximately three-year intervals. 

10. Deviation 

This guideline represents the minimum requirement for the FERA study, and no deviation is 

allowed from the requirements of this guideline; unless a written justification is provided by 

COMPANIES and approved by EGPC.  
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Annex A - Facilities Vulnerability Criteria and EER impairment Criteria 

A.1. Facilities Vulnerability Criteria for Fire Scenarios 

Generally, steel receptors/components will not require protection when exposed to a heat 

radiation level of 12.5 kW/m2 or less. So, 37.5kW/m2 or more is considered steel components' 

damage criteria. It is the most appropriate value for evaluating the thermal radiation effects 

on (steel structures, equipment, vessels, tanks, pipework,….), while the 12.5 kW/m2 thermal 

radiation is appropriate for buildings. The 25 kW/m2 is for control buildings [10] . 

The rate of rise of steel temperature depends upon many factors such as view factor to flame, 

the thickness of steel, material stored within the steel equipment, specific heat capacity, heat 

protection measures, etc. The temperature at which failure occurs depends on the loading of 

different components and the steel characteristics but is typically around 550°C. For members 

sensitive to buckling, the critical temperature may be much less. Values as low as 200°C have 

been suggested for thin members with pin-jointed ends (BGP 1983). Calculations for various 

components in the jacket and deck of a typical platform indicated a range of 500-650°C. 

Generally, a 550°C provides a reasonable estimate, although it is conservative for lightly 

loaded members [11]. 

Table A1 gives indicative values for the vulnerability of different receptors/components for 

the fire scenarios [11]. The results of Table A1 are based on [11] & [8]: 

 Typical failure times are given for: 

- Steel plate, 7 mm thick. 

- The steel I beam has 305 x 7 mm web and 127 x 11 mm flanges. 

- Steel pipe, 25 mm thick. 

- Jacket leg, 80 mm thick. 

 Three fire scenarios are modeled: 

- Jet fire impingement, with an average heat flux of 200 kW/m2. 

- Pool fire impingement, with an average heat flux of 100 kW/m2. 

- Non-impinging fire, with heat flux 37.5 kW/m2. 

 The main types of equipment that fires and explosions may damage are: 

- Steel structural members. 

- Steel pipes and risers. 

- Firewalls. 

- Concrete structural members. 
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Table A1. Component/receptor vulnerability criteria for fire scenarios [11]. 

Component / 

Receptor 
Type of Failure 

Time to failure (minutes) 

Jet Flame Pool Flame 
Flame 37.5 

kW/m2 

Steel plate Yield 1 3 20 

Steel plate Fire penetration 5 10 60 

Steel beam Yield 1 2 60 

Steel beam Collapse 5 10 120 

Jacket leg Buckling 15 30 150 

Semi-submersible 

column 

Buckling 5 15 75 

Pipe/Riser/Process 

vessel 

Rupture 5 10 60 

A rated firewall Fire penetration 15 45 70 

H rated firewall Fire penetration 100 260 400 

Failures of Concrete Component: 

After 2 hours, the outside 130 mm will exceed 300°C (Above 300°C, the strength of concrete 

is reduced by 25% and should be discounted structurally, this concrete will spill away).  

Offshore concrete in hydrocarbon fires has a high susceptibility to spalling because of its 

high moisture content and the high rate of heating. 

The concrete member is expected to have 3-hour fire resistance in hydrocarbon pool fires 

(provided the spalled material remains in place) if it is designed to have 4-hour fire 

resistance in a cellulosic fire test, as recommended in design guidance by the Institute of 

Structural Engineers and the Concrete Society. 

Notes: 

1. The table above values represents 100 % vulnerability for each scenario. 

2. The table above values are for unprotected receptors/components. 

3. No impacts on assets shall be accounted for flash fire events (vulnerability 0%). 

4. For other buildings, such as portable buildings, etc., the buildings are impaired 
quickly when exposed to a heat radiation level of 12.5 kW/m2 or more. (For more 
information, refer to API RP 753, [13]). 

5. As defined in the table, failure is not expected, even under jet fire loading, for water-

filled jacket legs or bracings where water circulates naturally. 

A.2. Facilities Vulnerability Criteria for Explosion Scenarios 

Several researchers have carried out surveys of damage due to explosion overpressure. Table 

A2 gives the best appropriate recommended data by CRR 183/1998 [10]. Tables A3 and A4 

present the data from IOGP [12] (based on Clancey, which looked at damage effects produced 

by a blast wave in general, and Stephens, which focused on vulnerable refinery parts), where 
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Table A5 for generic overpressure values for offshore units including drill rigs, by IOGP & 

FPSOs and production platforms DNV OS-A101 provides [12] & [14]. 

The values given in Tables A2, A3, A4, and A5, are indicative only, and the determination of 

the vulnerability of a plant/structure should be determined based on an assessment of the 

criticality of the structure followed by a proportionate modeling approach (i.e., one based on 

the criticality and complexity). 

Table A2. Blast damage criteria estimates [10]. 

Item 
Overpressure Resulting in 

Destruction (bar) 

Overpressure Resulting in 

Partial Damage (bar) 

Pressure Vessel 0.48 0.38 

Fixed Roof Storage Tank 0.21 0.07 

Floating Roof Storage Tank 0.45 - 

Ordinary Plant Buildings 0.07 0.01 

Control Buildings Depends on Design Depends on Design 

People - outside 0.14 - 

People – indoors 0.16 - 

Pipework 0.4 0.24 

 

Table A3. Damage estimates for common structures based on overpressure [12]. 

Pressure 
Damage 

Psig kPa 

0.02 0.14 Annoying noise (137 dB if of low frequency 10-15 Hz) 

0.03 0.21 Occasional breaking of large glass windows already under strain 

0.04 0.28 Loud noise (143 dB), sonic boom, glass failure 

0.1 0.69 Breakage of small windows under strain 

0.15 1.03 Typical pressure for glass breakage 

0.3 2.07 "Safe distance" (probability 0.95 of no serious damage below this value for 

brick-built building); projectile limit; some damage to house ceilings; 10% 

window glass broken 

0.4 2.76 Limited minor structural damage 

0.5-1.0 3.4-6.9 Large and small windows are usually shattered; occasional damage to 

window frames. 

0.7 4.8 Minor damage to house structures 

1.0 6.9 Partial demolition of houses made uninhabitable 

1.0-2.0 6.9-13.8 Corrugated asbestos shattered; corrugated steel or aluminum panels, 

fastenings fail, followed by buckling; wood panels (standard housing) 

fastenings fail, panels have blown in 

1.3 9.0 The steel frame of the clad building is slightly distorted 
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Pressure 
Damage 

Psig kPa 

2 13.8 Partial collapse of walls and roofs of houses 

2.0-3.0 13.8-20.7 Concrete or cinder block walls, not reinforced, shattered 

2.3 15.8 The lower limit of serious structural damage 

2.5 17.2 50% destruction of brickwork of houses 

3 20.7 Heavy machines (3000 lb) in the industrial building suffered little damage; 

the steel frame building distorted and pulled away from the foundations 

3.0-4.0 20.7-27.6 Frameless, self-framing steel panel building, demolished; rupture of oil 

storage tanks 

4 27.6 The cladding of light industrial buildings ruptured 

5 34.5 Wooden utility poles snapped; tall hydraulic press (40,000 lb) in building, 

slightly damaged 

5.0-7.0 34.5-48.2 Nearly destruction of houses 

7 48.2 Loaded, lighter-weight (British) train wagons overturned 

7.0-8.0 48.2-55.1 Brick panels, 8-12 inch thick, not reinforced, fail by shearing or flexure 

9 62 Loaded train boxcars were completely demolished 

10 68.9 Probable destruction of buildings; heavy machine tools (7,000 lb) moved, 

and badly damaged, very heavy machine tools (12,000 lb) survive 

300 2068 Limit of crater lip 
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Table A4. Damage estimates based on overpressure for process equipment (legends are after the table) [12]. 

Equipment Overpressure, psi 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 

Control house steel 

roof 

A C D    N                   

Control house 

concrete roof 

A E P D   N                   

Cooling tower B   F   O                   

Tank: cone roof  D    K       U             

Instrument cubicle   A   LM      T              

Fixed heater    G I     T                

Reactor: chemical    A    I     P     T        

Filter    H     F          V  T     

Regenerator      I    IP     T           

Tank: floating roof      K       U            D 

Reactor: cracking       I       I       T     

Pipe supports       P     SO              
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Equipment Overpressure, psi 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 

Utilities: gas meter         Q         
 

        

Utilities: electronic         H      I     T      

Electric motor          H        I       V 

Blower          Q          T      

Fractionation column           R   T            

Pressure vessel: 

Horizontal 

           PI      T        

Utilities: gas 

regulator 

           I        MQ      

Extraction column             I       V T     

Steam turbine               I      M S   V 

Heat exchanger               I   T        

Tank sphere                I      I T   

Pressure vessel: 

Vertical 

                    I T    

Pump                     I  V   
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Legend to Table A4 

A. Windows and gauges broken L. Power lines are severed 

B. Louvres fail at 0.2-0.5 psi M. Controls are damaged 

C. Switchgear is damaged from roof collapse N. Block walls fail 

D. Roof collapses O. Frame collapses 

E. Instruments are damaged P. Frame deforms 

F. Inner parts are damaged Q. Case is damaged 

G. Brick cracks R. Frame cracks 

H. Debris - missile damage occurs S. Piping breaks 

I. Unit moves, and pipes break T. Unit overturns or is destroyed 

J. Bracing fails U. Unit uplifts (0.9 tilted) 

K. Unit uplifts (half tilted) V. Unit moves on the foundation 
 

For various offshore units, including drill rigs, FPSOs, and production platforms, DNV OS-A101 

provides some generic overpressure values, as detailed in Table A5 [12] & [14]. 

Table A5. Nominal design blast overpressures for various offshore units [12] & [14]. 

 
Offshore 

Installation 
Area 1 

Design Blast  
Overpressure 2 

(barg) 

Pulse  
Duration (s) 

1 Drilling rig Drill floor with cladded walls 0.1 0.2 

2 Drilling rig 
Shale shaker room with strong 
walls, medium-sized 

2 0.3 

3 Mono-hull FPSO Process area, small 0.3 0.2 

4 Mono-hull FPSO 
Process area, medium-sized with 
no walls or roof 3 

1 0.2 

5 
Mono-hull FPSO, 
large 

Process area, large with no walls 
or roof 

2 0.2 

6 Mono-hull FPSO 
The turret in the hull. STP/STL 
room with access hatch 

4 1 

7 
Production 
platform, Semi-
sub 

Process area, large with no or 
light walls, 3 stories, grated 
mezzanine and upper decks 4 

2 0.2 

8 
Production 
platform, fixed 

Process area, medium-sized, solid 
upper and lower decks 5, 3 
stories. 1 or 2 sides open 

1.5 0.2 

9 

Integrated Prod/ 
Drilling  

The process area and drilling 
module are medium-sized on 
partly solid decks, 3 stories. 3 
sides open 

1.5 0.2 

10 
Integrated Prod/ 
Drilling 

Xmas tree/wellhead area, 
medium-sized with grated floors 

1 0.2 
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 Notes: 

1. All areas, except for #1 and #6, are considered to be congested. Designs that give 
an even more compact process area than typical offshore practice are expected to 
have larger nominal overpressures. 

2. All leak rates are considered, but large leaks (e.g., 50 kg/s) dominate the explosion 
risk for explosions. 

3. A process area with more than one level is expected to have higher overpressure 
if the footprint area is the same. 

4. A design with a solid mezzanine and upper decks would result in a higher nominal 
overpressure. 

5. If all decks are grated, the nominal overpressure is expected to be lower. 

A.3. EER Impairment Criteria 

The EER impairment criteria define the conditions under which the safety functions (escape 

routes, means of evacuation, and the TR) are considered impaired (i.e., unable to be used by 

personnel). These are used for the prediction of evacuation behavior in hydrocarbon events. 

For example [11], Escape routes are normally considered impaired when personnel cannot 

pass them along in normal clothing at a normal walking pace without the risk of injury [11]. 

Lifeboats are normally considered impaired when personnel cannot board and launch them 

in normal clothing without experiencing an increased risk of accidents. 

Temporary refuges are normally considered impaired if there is a loss of structural support or 

failure of TR walls allowing entry of fire and smoke. Deterioration of internal conditions due 

to external smoke, gas, heat; loss of oxygen; internal toxic fumes; or internal fire. Loss of 

command functions are necessary for monitoring and control of the incident and for 

organizing an evacuation. 

For studying the EER impairment criteria, the vulnerability of humans to fire, explosion, and 

toxic material must be revised clearly (Please refer to the vulnerability of humans in the 

Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) Guideline (EGPC-PSM-GL-008) [1]), as well as the above 

fire and explosion vulnerability criteria to any EER measures or installations near to or made 

for the scape and evacuations.  

Table A6 is an indicative summarized table to show some impairment criteria for the offshore 

installations, which is valid for onshore, as applicable.  
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Table A6. Example safety function impairment criteria [11]. 

Safety Functions Requirements Impairment Criteria 

Escape routes At least one from 
each main work 
area to TR for 30 
mins after the fire 
starts 

 Thermal radiation over 5 kW/m2 if 
unprotected. 

 Thermal radiation over 12.5 kW/m2 if 
protected by cladding. 

 Thermal radiation over 37.5 kW/m2 if 
protected by cladding and steel deck. 

 Smoke concentration is over 1% by volume 
for oil fires or 2 % for condensate fires. 

 Explosion overpressure over 0.35 bar. 

 The collapse of structure underneath.  

TR TR Remains 
inhabitable for 2 
hours after the 
fire starts 
 

 Smoke over HVAC inlets and fire dampers fail 
Smoke over HVAC inlets and fire impingement 
over 30 mins. 

 Smoke over HVAC inlets without fire 
impingement over 90 mins. 

 Jet fire impingement on walls over 100 mins. 

 Explosion overpressure over 0.35 bar. 

 Fire inside Collapse of structure underneath. 

Lifeboats Enough boats for 
POB, accessible 
for 2 hours after 
the fire starts 

 Thermal radiation over 5kW/m2. 

 Smoke concentration is over 1%. 

 Explosion overpressure over 0.35 bar. 

 Any jet fire impingement Ignited upwind gas 
Collapse of structure underneath. 

Helideck    Thermal radiation over 5kW/m2. 

 Smoke concentration is over 0.05%. 

 Explosion overpressure over 0.35 bar. 

 United gas leakage over the helideck. 

 The collapse of structure underneath. 

Notes: 

1. For onshore and offshore facilities, the escape routes and the muster points shall be 

considered impaired above thermal radiation of 5 kW/m2. 

2. The 4.7 kW/m2 contour shall be performed to define the optimal location of fire-

fighting devices requiring personnel access, which guarantees 2-3 minutes of human 

intervention. In some cases, and where some firefighting devices are located within 

the 6.3 kW/m2 contour, special caring shall take place for human intervention, which 

is personnel with appropriate clothing (hard hat, long-sleeved shirts, long-legged 

pants, work shoes) can be exposed where emergency actions up to 30 seconds may be 

required (based on the API 521[15]). 
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Annex B - Quantitative Estimation of The Hazardous Events Likelihood 

B.1. Plant/Facility-Specific Data 

Failure rate data from collecting information on equipment failure experience at a plant are 

referred to as plant-specific data. A characteristic of plant-specific data is that they reflect the 

plant's process, environment, maintenance practices, and choice and operation of 

equipment.  

One advantage of using plant data is that it already encompasses all common relevant 

contributory aspects, including the reliability of equipment, human factors, maintenance, 

operation, operational methods, quality of construction and inspection, for the facility itself, 

the plant/facility Data are: 

 Based on previous experiences. 

 Database with regular updates. 

B.2. Generic Failure Frequencies 

Data accumulated and aggregated from various plants and industries are called Generic Data 

(sometimes called Historical Data). With inputs from many sources, generic failure rate data 

can provide a much larger data pool. However, generic data are derived from many 

manufacturers' equipment, processes, and plants with various operating strategies. Generic 

failure rates/ frequencies for various components are available in various historical accidental 

databases such as IOGP, OREDA, UK HSE HCR, Purple Book, etc. In conjunction with parts 

count, hole size, and distribution, these frequencies are used to determine the failure 

frequencies. 

Notes: 

1. When using the Generic Failure Frequencies data, it usually gives conservative results. 

It avoids obtaining exaggerated failure data due to the differences between the 

conditions of the FERA study facilities (e.g., design and operating conditions), 

especially for the new facilities (which usually come with new design and technology). 

After making an engineering judgment for the multisource of the generic data, the 

FERA Consultant can use modification factor(s) to make the failure data more suited 

to the facilities under the study. 

2. Decreasing the time of getting the facilities in service (usage time), using the safety 

system(s) to decrease the inventories, and the time of the facility’s blowdown shall 

also be reflected in the failure frequencies. 
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B.3. Using Modelling Techniques 

Modeling techniques to estimate incident frequencies from more basic data are used when 

suitable historical data are unavailable or inadequate. Various techniques are available, but 

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Event Tree Analysis (ETA) is the most common and widely used 

techniques. 

B.3.1. Event Tree Analysis (For Failure Cases Probability Estimation) 

Event tree analysis (ETA) is an analysis technique for identifying and evaluating the sequence 

of events in a potential accident scenario following the occurrence of an initiating event. ETA 

utilizes a visual logic tree structure known as an Event Tree (ET). The objective of ETA is to 

determine if the initiating event will develop into a serious mishap. An ETA can result in many 

different possible outcomes from a single initiating event, and it provides the capability to 

obtain a probability for each outcome (failure case). ETA Diagram structure illustration is 

shown in Figure B1. (Note: For most modern complete FERA software, the Event Tree is built-

in the software).  

 
Figure B1. ETA diagram structure. 

The main nodes of the Event Tree are mainly relevant to the probability of ignition 

(immediate/delayed), and probability of explosion, the event frequency of each incident 

scenario (consequence) is derived by multiplying the failure frequency by the probabilities 

along the Event Tree branches that lead to that scenario. (Note: The failure frequencies are 
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expressed as a frequency (e.g., number of occurrences per year). The event probabilities are 

real (i.e., a dimensionless number between 0 and 1)).  

(Annex C - Figures C1-C5 provide examples for Event Tree for a range of different release 

types) 

B.3.2. Fault Tree Analysis (For Top Event Frequency Estimation) 

Fault Tree analysis is a common probabilistic technique widely used in system reliability and 

safety studies. It allows the user to concentrate on a particular system failure, which usually 

gives rise to the 'top event.' Fault Tree analyses are performed using a top-down approach. 

Starting with a top-level event, Fault Tree analysis is performed by working down to evaluate 

all the contributing events that may ultimately lead to the occurrence of the top-level event. 

The resulting Fault Tree diagram is a graphical representation of the chain of events in the 

analyzed system or process, built using events and logical gate configurations. The probability 

of the top-level event can then be determined using mathematical techniques. By ascribing 

frequencies to each basic cause, the frequency of the Top Event can be calculated. This 

requires knowledge of basic cause failure rates. The best practice in selecting basic cause 

failure rates should be using supplier data for new installations and historical data of the plant 

for existing installations. There are also several generic databases available that assign basic 

cause failure rates. Throughout the construction and analysis of Fault Tree, assumptions will 

also have to be made regarding how the facility is operated and maintained. These 

assumptions (repair rates, inspection time, etc.) should be set together with the project 

Maintenance group. (Note: The top event is the accident and broken into its component 

causes. Frequencies come from historical data and informed judgment.) 

The FTA may be used quantitatively to calculate the frequency or the probability of a top 
event: 

 OR gate: )BP(  = P(A) i

N

1=i
  

 AND gate: )BP(  = P(A) i

N

1=i
  

Where: 

P(A) = output event probability 

P(Bi) = input event probabilities 

N = number of input events 

Σ = sum 

Π = product 

Both frequencies and probabilities can be combined in a fault tree, providing the rules 
illustrated in Table B1. 
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Table B1. Rules for calculation of top event. 

Gate Inputs Outputs 

OR Probability + Probability 
Frequency + Frequency 
Frequency + Probability 

Probability 
Frequency 

Not Permitted 

AND Probability x Probability 
Frequency x Frequency 
Frequency x Probability 

Probability 
Not Permitted 

Frequency 

Notes: 

 A fault Tree may be used qualitatively to identify combinations of basic events 
sufficient to cause the top event, known as “minimum cut sets.” 

 This gate-by-gate approach is useful for FERA & QRA because it quantifies all 
intermediate events in the fault tree and provides a good insight into the main 
contributors to the top event and the effectiveness of safeguards represented in the 
tree. However, in the reliability Analysis of more complex fault trees, suitable 
computer programs perform the minimal cut set analysis and remove repeated 
events. 

B.4. Judgmental Evaluation 

When historical data is unavailable or only available for facilities operating in different 

circumstances, it is necessary to use engineering judgment or rely on the opinion of experts 

to interpret data for comparable equipment to make the best estimate. Such judgments 

should not be too optimistic and should be recorded and formalized as part of the assumption 

register.  

B.5. Software 

Numbers of software are also available for frequency estimation; these programs use a 

combination of the previous failure frequency approaches.  
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Annex C - Examples for Event Tree for a Range of Different Releases 

At the heart of analyzing a given hazard in a FERA is some form of Event Tree. This may be 

represented in the classical format. The more parameters considered, the more accurate and 

detailed the solution should be. The following ETs are examples extracted from a common 

use QRA and FERA software, and here are used only for illustrations of the possible outcomes 

of different releases. 

 

Figure C1. Continuous release without a rainout. 

 

Figure C2. Continuous release with a rainout. 
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Figure C3. Instantaneous release with a rainout, no vaporizing pool left behind. 

 

Figure C4. Instantaneous release with a rainout, vaporizing pool left behind. 

 

Figure C5. Instantaneous release without a rainout.  
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Annex D - Details for Weather Conditions Calculations 

 Pasquill Stability classes are: 

 A very unstable – sunny, light winds. 

 A/B unstable – as with A, only less sunny or windier. 

 B unstable – as with A/B, only less sunny or windier. 

 B/C moderately unstable – moderate sun and moderate winds. 

 C moderately unstable – very windy/sunny or overcast/light wind. 

 C/D moderately unstable – moderate sun and high wind. 

 D neutral – little sun and high wind or overcast/windy night. 

 E moderately stable – less overcast and less windy night than D. 

 F stable – night with moderate clouds and light/moderate winds. 

During the day, increased wind speed results in greater atmospheric stability, while the 

reverse is true at night. This is due to a change in vertical temperature profiles from day to 

night. Within the stability classes, A represents the least stable conditions, while F represents 

the most stable. (i.e., more stable weather conditions cause dispersing clouds to sustain for 

longer distances at higher concentrations). Table D1 shows the meteorological conditions 

defining the Pasquil-Gifford Stability Classes (Gifford, 1976).  

Table D1. Meteorological conditions define the Pasquil-Gifford stability classes [18]. 

Surface wind 

speed, m/s 

Daytime insolation Night-time conditions Anytime 

Strong Moderate Slight 
Thin overcast or 

> 4/8 low cloud 

≥ 3/8 

cloudiness 

Heavy 

overcast 

< 2 A A-B B F F D 

2-3 A-B B C E F D 

3-4 B B-C C D E D 

4-6 C C-D D D D D 

> 6 C D D D D D 

For the FERA study, the following requirements for the weather conditions should be 
applied: 

 Two weather conditions are selected to represent the average wind conditions during 

the year, considering the day and night conditions. 

 The average weather conditions shall be calculated depending on at least the last five 

years' weather conditions. 

 Weather data should be based on data from Egyptian meteorological authorities. 
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 Two common weather combinations (stability and wind speed) should be used 

without detailed meteorological data for a particular site. The UK-HSE recommends 

using two representative weather conditions to model the dispersion of each release 

scenario. Wind stability class 5D and class 2F: 

- 5D - neutral stability and 5 m/s wind speed. This is typical of daytime conditions 

with relatively high wind and cloud cover, leading to moderately turbulent 

conditions. 

- 2F - stable conditions and 2 m/s wind speed. This is typical of night-time conditions 

with moderate cloud cover, limited turbulence, and hence limited dilution of 

dispersing clouds. 
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Annex E - The H2S Zoning Criteria and The Toxicity Considerations 

In this annex, detailed information to address the H2S zoning is provided, knowing that: 

 Normally, H2S as a toxic material affects people indoors and outdoors, and it is 

addressed in the QRA study, as part of the EER study, or as a separate study. 

 However, in some cases, the FERA study outputs could be used as inputs for 

developing the H2S zoning study based on the toxic risk attribute to each zone only if 

the COMPANY requires it and it’s not considered before in the existing QRA, EER study, 

or as a separate study. 

E.1. The Consequence Results presentation for the Toxic Gas Dispersion  

Distance to the specific concentration of the toxic material at various exposure times, which 

represents a specific adverse health effect, at the various onsite and offsite considered 

receptors (e.g., the EER measures). For example, the H2S shall be reported at ten ppm, 20 

ppm, 50 ppm, 100 ppm & 650 ppm where: 

 10 ppm (15 mg/m3) represents the TWA (NIOSH REL - Recommended Exposure Limits). 

 20 ppm represents the ceiling limit (OSHA PEL – Permissible Exposure Limit for General 

Industry). 

 50 ppm represents the peak limit (OSHA PEL – Permissible Exposure Limit for General 

Industry, if no other measurable exposure occurs during the 8-hour work shift, 

exposures may exceed 20 ppm, but not more than 50 ppm (peak), for a single period 

up to 10 minutes). 

 100 ppm (IDLH at 30 sec.)-(NIOSH).  

 650 ppm 1% Lethal Concentration. 

For more details of toxic releases, refer to [1] and [16]. 

E.2. The Risk Results for The Toxic Gas Concentration at each Building 

 The H2S gas concentration exceeding 20 ppm at 1.00E-04 per year toxic gas frequency, 

indicating the potential for toxic gas ingress for all onsite permanent and temporary 

buildings. 

 10 ppm at 1.00E-05 for onsite/offsite accommodation buildings.  

 10 ppm at 1.00E-06 for public residential buildings. 

E.3. The H2S Zoning 

Risk-based H2S zoning is developed to safeguard personnel against exposure to H2S. These 

zones should be allocated on a map or layout representing three zones defined by the toxic 

risk attributed to each zone and the associated breathing air requirements. The Toxic Risk 

criteria are shown in Table E1. 
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Table E1. Toxic risk criteria. 

Toxic Risk Level Criteria 

HIGH Risk Contour ≥ 1.00E-04/year 

MEDIUM Risk Contour between 1.00E-04/year and 1.00E-06/year 

LOW Risk contour ≤ 1.00E-06/year 
 

The toxic risk contours are plotted based on personnel vulnerability to toxic exposure as 

calculated using the toxic probit method. Probits measure the probability of death as a 

function of time. Probit methods use concentration and exposure length to calculate a 

chemical's toxic effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


